In this paper we look at convergence and divergence in intonation in the context of social qualities. Specifically we examine pitch accent realisations in the GECO corpus of German conversations. Pitch accents are represented as 6-dimensional vectors where each dimension corresponds to a characteristic of the accent's shape. Convergence/divergence is then measured by calculating the distance between pitch accent realisations of conversational partners. A decrease of distance values over time indicates convergence, an increase divergence. The corpus comprises dialogue sessions in two modalities: partners either saw each other during the conversation or not. Linear mixed model analyses show convergence as well as divergence effects in the realisations of H*L accents. This convergence/divergence is strongly related to the modality and to how much speakers like their partners: generally, seeing the partner comes with divergence, whereas when the dialogue partners cannot see each other, there is convergence. The effect varies, however, depending on the extent to which a speaker likes their partner. Less liking entails a greater change in the realisations over timestronger divergence when partners could see each other, and stronger convergence when they could not.
Introduction
Phonetic convergence and divergence are dynamic processes by which speakers adapt aspects of their speech towards, or away from, the speech of their dialogue partner. Proponents of Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT, e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4] ) argue that convergence is symptomatic of a speaker's (unconsious) desire for social inclusion. Divergence, in contrast, reflects the need to distance oneself from a speech partner's social group. Additional reasons to adapt one's speech are to increase intelligibility and efficiency of communication [5, 6, 7] . Thus, social factors and the communication setting are clearly important when exploring convergence/divergence.
Investigations into these phenomena have been carried out with regard to a number of speech properties including speech rate [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] , voice onset time [13, 14] , vowel accommodation [15, 16, 17] , pitch [18, 11, 19, 20, 21] , language distance [22] and frequency of occurrence effects [12] , among others. To date, however, to our knowledge, the extent to which interlocutors might adapt their pitch accent realisations in a conversational dialogue has not been explored. In this paper, we examine exactly this phenomenon in a corpus of conversational German where dialogues took place under two modalities: one where interlocutors could see each other (visible modality) and one where they could not (blind modality). Furthermore, in both modalities, social ratings of likeability were provided by the interlocutors after the dialogue. We hypothesise that over the course of the dialogues interlocutors will converge in their pitch accent realisations in the contexts where they find their dialogue partner likeable. In addition, we anticipate that the interlocutors who could see each other will be more prone to converge. It is important to note that while these hypotheses seem intuitive there is considerable inconsistency in the literature with regard to phonetic convergence. For example, while convergence with respect to speech rate over complete dialogues has been reported [11] , the effects fall below significance when examined at the turn level, and an unexpected general effect of divergence when looking at speech rate at the turn level has also been reported [8] , but this was countered in the same study by convergence where participants liked each other. Furthermore, although enhanced convergence in the visible modality in conversational speech has been observed [23] , more recent work examining convergence where partners could see each other in a speech shadowing task under noisy/clean auditory conditions failed to duplicate the convergence finding in the clean speech condition [24].
The GECO Database
The German Conversations (GECO) speech database [25] consists of spontaneous conversations between previously unacquainted female German speakers on topics of their choice. Each dialogue lasted approx. 25 minutes. There are 46 dialogues (approx. 21 hours of dialogue) in the database. The recordings were automatically annotated on the segment, syllable, word, and prosodic levels, including estimations of GToBI(S) pitch accent labels (Stuttgart variety of German ToBI, cf. [26] ). Due to a lack of a) training data for spontaneous German speech and b) reliable POS-tagging for non-standard data, the automatic pitch accent annotations provided with the database do not reach the standards of state-of-the-art prosodic annotation as e.g. provided in [27] . But they were sufficient for our purposes, since we only employed them to split up the data coarsely into one dataset consisting of rising (L*H) and one of falling (H*L) pitch accents.
The dialogues were carried out in two different settings. In one modality speakers were separated by a sound-treated wall and could not see each other (blind modality). After their conversation, they rated each other in terms of likeability by filling in a questionnaire. In the other modality they could see each other through a transparent screen (visible), and also rated each other in terms of likeability once the conversation was over.
Likeability was captured by four items (likeable, friendly, socially attractive and relaxed), with a 5-point Likert scale for each. 1 In the database the Likert scale answers were transformed to integers from -2 to +2. We added the values of the four likeability items to obtain composite scores. Even though [28] . negative scores are rare, the composite scores exhibit reasonable variation (ranging from -2 to 8).
The PaIntE Model
The PaIntE model of intonation captures the shape of rises, falls, and peaks in the F0-contour by approximating the smoothed curve with the help of a model function. This function operates over time on a three-syllable window. The function term contains 6 free parameters which are estimated in such a way that they fit the respective stretch of the F0-contour best. The six parameters correspond to linguistically interpretable characteristics of pitch accent shape. Specifically, parameter d denotes the absolute height of the peak in Hz, parameter b the temporal alignment of the peak within the 3-syllable window (normalised over syllable time), parameters c1 and c2 the size of the rise and fall before and after the peak, and a1 and a2 correspond to the steepness of the rise/fall. Figure 1 illustrates the parameters. They are calculated over the span of the accented syllable (σ * ) and its immediate neighbours. The x-axis indicates time (normalised for syllable duration, i.e. the syllable bearing the accent spans from 0 to 1) and the y-axis displays the fundamental frequency in Hertz.
PaIntE usually models the peak with the help of two sigmoids, one modelling the rise before the peak, the other modelling the fall after. In some cases, however, modelling with one sigmoid provides a better fit. In these cases, the unused parameter denoting the steepness of the rise (or fall) is not used in our experiments. If the modelling outcome is still not a good fit to the contour, the model just returns the mean F0 value.
Methodology

Calculation of similarity
From the GECO database, we extracted all syllables that received a pitch accent label in the automatic annotation and that were modelled with at least one sigmoid of the PaIntE function. We removed outlying pitch accents where the value in one or more of the PaIntE dimensions lay below the 1st or above the 99th percentile for a given speaker. We chose these boundaries in order to retain productions that are atypical for a given speaker, and hence might result from accommodation, while at the same time factoring out data that is likely to be erroneous. Visual inspection of the density plots for each dimension confirmed that this was a reasonable approach. The values of each PaIntE dimension were then normalised on a speaker basis by z-scoring.
Based on the automatic pitch accent annotations provided with the GECO database (cf. section 2), we created two datasets for the two most frequent accent types, one for H*L accents (16484 tokens) and one for L*H accents (19419 tokens).
We carried out the following procedure for both datasets separately: For each turn (specified as a continuous passage of speech by one speaker) in a dialogue, we extracted all pitch accents of the given type. If more than one accent of this type was present, we calculated a centroid for that type for that turn. In this way, every turn had a single representative pitch accent token/centroid, for the given type. We term this accent the turnaccent. The H*L dataset comprised 10814 turn-accents, the L*H dataset 11297 turn-accents.
Over the course of the dialogue, we then calculated the Euclidean distance of each turn-accent to the partner's preceding turn-accent as a measure of their similarity/dissimilarity. In cases where the preceeding turn had no accent (of the given type), no comparison was made. This resulted in 4769 distance values for H*L turn-accents and 4564 for L*H turn-accents.
Note that this similarity calculation gives insight into convergence/divergence effects over the course of a dialogue, but it does not target the question of who is converging to whom.
Statistical analysis
To investigate possible effects of convergence/divergence in the context of likeability, we fitted a linear mixed model for each turn-accent dataset. The models predict Euclidean distance between turn-accents as a function of the time of their realisation in the dialogue, the scores for likeability, and the modality of the dialogues. In order to avoid multicollinearity, we centred the likeability scores and the time in dialogue. The dialogue time was also z-scored on a dialogue-basis. Specifically, the fixed factors then were: time (c.time), likeability (c.like), and modality (mod, categorical, with levels visible and blind, the contrast was sum-coded in the models), as well as all interactions of these three factors. To control for effects of specific dialogue partners we added a random intercept for partners and by-partners random slopes for c.time.
Significance of a factor in a model was determined by performing likelihood ratio model comparisons between that model and a model with the factor in question removed (cf. [29, 29, 30] ), using the afex-package [31] in R 3.3.2 [32] . The significance level was α = 0.05.
Results
Convergence/divergence and likeability in the H*L dataset
The model term for the model predicting distance of H*L turnaccents by time, modality and likeability scores is given in (1). 
The variance inflation factor for all predictors was uncritical (VIF<2), even under conservative criteria [33] , as was the condition number (κ <4), hence multicollinearity was not a problem in the model. Visual inspection of residual plots did not reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality. In the model comparisons, modality (mod) was a significant factor in predicting distance (dist) with p < 0.001, as was the three-way interaction of time, likebility and modality (c.time:c.like:mod, p < 0.01). Table 1 gives an overview of the results; p-values below the significance level of α = 0.05 are indicated.
The coefficient for mod1 is -0.09. Since the categorical variable mod is sum coded, the coefficient corresponds to the difference of the distance value of the first level of modality, i.e. the condition blind, to the grand mean. There are two modalities, i.e. two levels of the variable mod, which means that the difference in distance values between visible and blind sessions is 0.18. This effect calculated by the model is visualised in figure 2 using the effects-package [34] in R [32] . Figure 3 presents the complex relationship of the three-way interaction of c.time, c.like, and mod, as predicted by the model (again, visualised using the effects package [34] ). The solid black line shows the effect predicted for blind sessions, the dashed red line for visible sessions. Normalised and centered time in the dialogue is on the x-axis of each panel; distance is shown on the y-axis. The three panels show the effect for values of least, mid and highest liking on the centered likeability scale. As is visible from the plot, in the blind condition, distance values are predicted to decrease over time in the case of least liking, this decrease is less pronounced for mid liking, and completely flattened out for highest liking scores, where the dis- tance between the partners' realisations stays more or less constant throughout the dialogue. In the visible condition however, partners' realisations are predicted to become more distant over time in the case of least liking (the dashed red line shows the increase in distance values over the course of the dialogue), the increase in distance values is less pronounced for mid liking, and in the case of highest liking scores, the distance values are predicted to decrease somewhat.
Convergence/divergence and likeability in the L*H dataset
The model predicting the distance of the interlocutors' L*H realisations yielded no significant results.
Discussion
The results presented in section 5 indicate a complex relationship between pitch accent distances, the time in a dialogue, the modality of the dialogue, and the extent to which the interlocutors like each other. However, it has to be noted that we only found significant effects of convergence and divergence for accents which were classfied as H*L by the automatic classfier. The absence of an effect for L*H accents might indicate that those accents are realised more consistently across speakers and contexts with respect to their tonal quality. It is of course possible that there is still convergence in realisation of these accents on non-tonal levels. That no effect could be observed for L*H could also be due to a more technical reason: since the PaIntE model is designed to model a peak, the exact shape of L*H accents is not captured as well as is the case for H*L tokens. The function operates over a 3-syllable window around the syllable bearing the accent. Therefore, for a canonical L*H, the peak would be expected in the third syllable of the analysis window, and consequently, some characteristics of the fall, which could well be realised even later in the utterance, might be missing in the characterisation of the F 0-contour provided by the PaIntE model.
In the following we will discuss the significant results for H*L and how they relate to our hypotheses.
Distance/similarity in the two modalities
We expected greater convergence of the turn-accents in the visible modality, in line with [23] . This expectation was not met. If convergence is defined as a reduction of distance values over time, an overall effect of modality on convergence should have resulted in a significant effect for an interaction of time and modality. However, we found a main effect for modality alone. This effect (cf. figure 2) shows that partners' realisations are generally expected to be more distant from each other in the visible condition, i.e. when interlocutors were able to see each other. Conversely, when the partners could not see each other, their realisations were more similar in general, irrespective of the time in the dialogue. This might be due to the fact that in the blind condition speakers had greater cognitive resources available to them for speech monitoring as no decoding of visual information is necessary (cf. [20] ). Consequently, speaker productions are less variable, and, as a result, there is less variability overall. Moreover, in the visible condition, speakers use non-verbal communication such as (facial) gestures, body language etc., resulting in more physical movement and possibly introducing yet another source of within-speaker variability, introducing more chance for across-speaker variability.
Convergence/divergence and social factors in different modalities
We expected greater convergence for conversations where speakers ranked their partners high on the likeability scale [17, 1, 2, 3] . The results of our analyses, however, show that the relationship between convergence/divergence, the modality of the session and the social qualities attributed to the conversational partner, is a complex one.
The expectation that greater liking results in greater convergence was only met in the visible modality. The trajectory of the dashed red line in figure 3 shows the predicted degree of divergence/convergence. In the case of low likeability scores (left panel), the line rises. That is, over the course of the dialogue (from left to right in the left panel) the distances between H*L turn-accent realisations is expected to become larger -the partners diverge. For medium likeability scores (middle panel) the line still rises but the divergence is less pronounced. In the case of the highest likeability scores (right panel), the line falls over the course of the dialogue, indicating that the H*L realisations are expected to be more similar to each other by the end of the dialogue than they were in the beginning. Hence, for the visible condition, the model predicts divergence in the case of low likeability which becomes smaller and turns into slight convergence as likeability scores increase.
In the blind modality, however, the picture is reversed. In the case of low likeability scores (the solid black line in fig. 3 ) H*L turn-accent realisations are predicted to become less distant over time: interlocutors converge. The convergence effect is still present in the middle panel (with medium likeability scores), though less pronounced. However, the line is almost flat in the rightmost panel, which displays the predicted trajectory of the distance values over the course of the dialogue where partners rated each other highly. The distance between realisations is almost constant.
As mentioned above, the results for the visible modality are in keeping with our initial hypotheses and the general expectations that mutual liking entails convergence [17, 1, 2, 3] : the model predicts less divergence (i.e. more convergence) with increasing likeability scores. The convergence effect in the blind condition is unexpected, but to some extent in line with the assumption that convergence can serve to increase intelligibility and efficiency in communication [5, 6, 7] . That is, the absence of information available from the visual channel could increase the need for convergence, especially when the initial realisations are distant (as happens in the cases of low likeability scores, see left panel of fig. 3 ) and when the dialogue partners are aiming to have a "successful" conversation (as is likely since they both agreed to take part in conversation recordings). In the cases of greater likeability scores, the H*L realisations are already less distant at the beginning of the dialogue (right panel fig. 3 ) potentially making convergence less necessary.
Note that it is not clear from the data whether the low likeabilty scores result from the effort required to adapt (unconsciously affecting how partners view each other), the initial distance between the interlocutors productions (partners unconsciously perceive greater social distance), or from the contents of the conversations. If low likeability scores co-occur with conversations where the content was to some extent controversial or uncomfortable for one or both speakers, the effect observed here is similar to the one reported in a study that finds prosodic features to match, when "problematic aspects" of a conversation needed to be smoothed over [35] . In the visible modality, interlocutors have more means to resolve difficult conversation points (e.g. by making eye contact, smiling, etc.).
Conclusion
We examined pitch accent convergence in natural conversational speech of female German speakers in the context of likeability and two conversation modalities. Generally, we found the realisations of H*L turn-accents to be more different between the two partners when they could see each other, compared to cases where verbal communication was the only communciation channel. Moreover, when partners could see each other, we found decreased divergence with increasing liking. While this result met our expectations, the results from dialogues where speakers could not see each other were surprising: we observed more convergence in low likeability contexts, potentially to compensate for missing (visual) information, and increased initial distance in partners' productions, in a situation where a successful conversation was the goal.
These results present various options for future work, e.g. examining similarity in perceptual terms. Furthermore, as one of the reviewers pointed out, it might be possible that the communicative role of pitch accents influences the degree to which they are subject to convergence (e.g. an accent marking contrast might be less conducive to convergence). The function of pitch accents however is nuanced, and even results on read speech are not clear-cut [36, 37] . Therefore, a more fine grained analysis of the communicative function of the accents in the corpus can shed further light on the mechanisms behind convergence.
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